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Buried Bedrock Topography of the Cannon
River System Around Northfield, Minnesota
TIMOTHY D. VICK,• CLINTON A. COWAN,•• DANIEL J . PACKER••

ABSTRACT-A geophysical survey in the area of Northfield, Minnesota, involving electrical earth
resistivity profiling and seismic refraction soundings, showed sizeable buried river channels in the
bedrock in the Cannon River Valley which greatly increase in size downstream of Northfield. The
channels upstream from the Northfield appear to be continuous and connect with the large buried
channel between Northfield and Cannon Falls. The major buried valley deviates from the modern
course of the Cannon River within the City of Northfield, but appears to follow elsewhere.

While knowledge of the geological evolution of Minnesota'
landscapes has expanded rremendou ly, there remain large gaps
in our understanding of the history of the state's landforms.
Part of the under randing gap result from the fact that some
large, important landforms - river vaUeys - which formed during
glacial times have been filled in and completely concealed. ln
some ca cs the c ncealed valleys are huge, larger than any
geomorphic forms visible today. There is a network of concealed river channels associated with che Mississippi River
system, and this study sec out to map the upper reaches of a
large buried channel in the Cannon River Valley. The Cannon
i a crubutary of the Mi i ippi.
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Geology of the study area

The Northfield area (in Rice County) is underlain by two Ordovician bedrock units, the Shakopee Formation and, overlying
it, the Sc. Peter Sandstone. The Shakopee includes bedded
dolomite, andy dolomite and some interbedded thin, green
shale beds. The Shakopee Formation in Northfield is at least
126 feet thick (E.A.Hickok and associates, 1980). The upper
contact is approximately 950 feet above sea level. The Sc. Peter
Sandstone is a massive, well-sorted, friable, nearly pure quartz
sandstone.
More than five pre-Wiscon in glacial units are present in the
Northfield area, aU more than 35,000 years old. These old
deposits consist mostly of clay-rich tills and are exposed south
and east f the Cannon River as it arcs through northeastern
Rice County.
The surficial geology of the orthfield area wa altered
significantl y 14,000 to 10,000 year ago by the Wiscon inan Des
Moines lobe glacial advance. Deposits near the eastern edge of
the Des Moines Lobe cover mo t of Rice County west of the
Cannon River and comprise the Berni Moraine. The landforms are hummocky, indicating deposition in a stagnant ice environment. The ice apparently melted unevenly and the
moraine contains material ranging from well-sorted sand and
gravel co unsorted till. The till typical of the Des Moines Lobe is
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Figure 1. Location Map.

yellow-brown r gray and rich in clay and silt with loca lly
derived limestone erratics, some sandstone and small amounts
of igneous and metamorphic rocks (Swanson, 1979).
Alluvial channel which are visible today in the bedrock were
formed near the margin of the Bemis Moraine by both
subglacial and proglacial streams. Some of these channels south
of orthfield are exposed in the present topography either by
lines of eskers and/or kettles which follow the channel, or by
still-existing stream valleys with variable widths and hummocky
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Figure 2. Cross section of buried bedrock topography
across Spring Creek and Cannon River valleys in Northfeild, Minnesota.

ridges. Swanson (1979) suggested that some channels, deep with
smoothly eroded ridges, were formed -as a result of catastrophic
drainage of ice-walled lakes. Other chan nels, marked by eskers
and hummocky ridges, were formed by continuous subglacial
drainage. All of these channels are above 950 feet in elevation.
In addition to the still-visible fluvial channels in the bedrock,
the Cannon River Valley also contains a network of buried
bedrock channels.
earby, in the Minneapolis-Sr. Paul area,
deeply buried valleys interpreted as preglacial have been carved
in the bedrock to elevations as low as 520 feet (Bloomgren;
O lsen and Walton, 1979). Savina,Jacobson and Rodgers (1979)
indicated that in Central Dakota County, about 20 miles north
of Northfield, similar channels have been fi lled in by glacial
outwash.
Previous Reports of buried channels

The suggestion that there are buried river valleys eroded into
the bedrock in the Cannon River Valley is not new. Many
sources agree that there are buried river channels under or near
the Cannon River, but there is no consensus on how channels
exist and where they lie. Sardeson (1933) reported a buried
channel northeast of Northfield near Chub Creek passing north
of Lake Byllesby and joining the present Cannon River three
miles downstream of the modern confluence with the Little
Cannon river. He mentioned no buried valley directly under
the present Cannon River. Anderson, Farrell, Broussard and
Felsheim (1974) presented a map showing the general trend of a
bedrock valley following the Cannon River with tributary
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buried valleys from the north and south (but none from the area
of C hub C reek). This map al o shows a tributary buried valley
under the present Spring Creek, which flows imo the Cannon
in Northfield. A map by Kanivetsky (1978) shows a buried
valley under Lake Byllesby which emanates from che area of
Chub Creek, with no buried valley following rhe Cannon from
Northfield. A major buried Cannon River channel between
Cannon Falls and Northfield, Minnesota, was mapped in a
seismic refraction survey {Vick, Greilich and Seltzer, 1980).
Seismic refraction and electrical resistivity measurements used

lo this project, seismic refraction and electrical resistivity
profiling were used to determine bedrock topography. Elec:trical resistivity profiling were used to determine bedrock ·
topography. Electrical" resistivity, used for preliminary reconnaissance, provided information about the electrical properties
of the ground along the survey line, and seismic refraction
provided specific depth to bedrock.
Electrical resistivity

Resistivity measurements were done using the bison Instrument Co. Earth Resistivity Meter, model 2350B. The optimum spacing determination involved modelling the expected
field conditions with the computer program RESIST (Mooney,
1980). The models assumed an apparent resistivity of 100 ohmmeters for alluvial material mostly below the water table and of
300 ohm-meters for bedrock. The boundary between the two
layers was set at 10, 20 and 30 meters below the surface of the
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ground. The computer program generated artificial "field
readings" at a number of Wenner configuration A -spacing of 40
meters, which maximized the difference in readings for different
layer boundary depths.
Resistivity profiles were used ro find areas of considerable
change in relative bedrock elevation over a small distance.
This qualitative technique allowed for determination of possible
routes of buried river channels. Resistivity profiling should
allow the user to survey large areas of land quickly, thereby
determining where more detailed study is necessary. 1n our case,
however, the technique was only moderately successful. Other
factors besidc;s depth to bedrock can affect resistivity readings
and produce confusing data, and even under the best of circumstances interpretations are hazy with an A- pacing as large as 40
meters.
Two hundred and twenty-seven resistivity readings were
taken to identify areas where seismic measurements should be
made. The average apparent earth resistivity was 303 ohmmeters, with a maximum of 652, a minimum of 56 and a standard deviation of 132 ohm-meters. Apparent resistivity
measurements below 300 were taken ro indi ate a possibly large
depth to bedrock.
Seismic Refraction

Seismic refraction measures differences in the velocity with
wh.ich different media conduct seismic waves. Seismic refraction
traverses were made with a Bison model 1570C signal enhancement seismograph. Most traverses were SO meters long, but
some stretched as far as 90 meters before a good "bedrock line"
was established on the seismic time-travel graph. Readings were
taken every 5 meters for the first 20 meters, then at IO meter in-
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tervals for the remainder of the traverse. Some traverses were
unidirectional yielding average depths to each layer near the
middle of the traverse. Other traverses were reversed, yielding
depths to each layer at the end points of the traverse. About
one third of the traverses had to be reversed to obtai n data
which were, in our judgement, reasonably accurate. Traverses
were reversed when a single-direcrional traverse produced a
graph which suggested an irregularity in the bedrock
topography. With seismic refraction as with the resistivity
technique, glacial deposits and St. Peter Sandstone were nearly
indistinguishable. H owever, the Shakopee formation conducts
waves at velocities greater than 2000 meters per second as opposed to 300 to 2000 meters per second for glacial deposits and
Sr. Peter Sandstone. Usually there is a marked velocity discontinuity ar the contact between the Shakopee and any overlying
material.
The depths to bedrock and the velocity of waves in each layer
were determined using 6ne of two computer programs,
"BABYQUAKE" or "SEISMIC". "BABYQUAKE" solves
ingle directional traverses for velocities of waves in each layer
and depth to each layer. "SEISMIC," adapted from Mooney
(1980), solves reversed traverses for wave velocities in each layer,
the depth to each layer at the end points of the traverse, and the
average dip of each layer.
One hundred and eighteen seismic soundings showed depths
to bedrock from 2.1 to 31.8 meters. The bedrock, in most cases
the Shakopee Dolomite, transmits seismic waves at an average
apparent velocity of 5375 meters per second, with a range from
1211 to 38000 and a standard deviation of 5952 meters per
second. Overlying material above the water table transmitted
seismic waves from 238 to 1368 meters per second, with an
average velocity of 431 -and standard deviation of 140 meters per
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Figure 3. Cross section of buried bedrock topography in
Dundas, Minnesota
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seconJ. In 48 cases a second layer of alluvial or glacial material
below the water table or p.::>ssibly a thin layer of Sr. Peter Sandstone was present. This material conducred seismic wave
from 417 to 2000 meters per second with an average of 1232 and
a standard deviation of 469 meters per second.
Characteristics of the channel upstream from Northfield

The g al of this survey was to determine whether the major
buried annon River Channel bctwe n Cannon Falls and
Northfield, Minnesota , (Vick et al, 1980) extenJs upstream from
Northfield and if so·, how far (Figure I). 1l1e survey results indicate that the major channel follows the Spring Creek Valley
through part of the City of Northfield, then rejoins the modern
Cannon Valley at State Highway 3 near the southern edge of
the city. Upstream from Northfield and in major tributaries of
rhe Cannon the buried channels diminish iri size and importance, although they generall y follow the modern tream cour t.-s.
Surficial elevations in orthfield range from 895 m 1000 feet
above sea level. The lowest [X)i nt measured on the bedrock surface is 780 feet alxwe sea level in the buried valley bottom in the
Carleton Arl-xxetum. Alchough throughout most of the area
bedrock is close ro the surface, there are significant deviation ·.
For example, there is no surficial expression of the deep buried
valley in the northeast parr of Northfield even though the 100foot depth of that buried valley would almost double the rota!
relief of the me if it were exposed.
As one movt.'S up the Cannon from the northeast comer of
Northfield, the deep buried channel cums roughly 90 degrees to
the southeast o follow the modern Spring Creek through the
Carleton College campu . There is a buried trihutary channel
under th Carleton football field roughly following the modern
Cannon River, but, as hown in Figure 2, the major hcdn k
valley underlying Spring Creek is deeper and several times as
large in cross section as the tribulary under the Cannon River.
At the cross section line the bedrock channel under the Cannon reaches its lowest p.::>int at 870 feet above sea level while the
Spring Creek bedrock valley bottoms at about 845 Feet. C learly
the Spring Creek valley was at some p.::>int the main river channel. It is the largest buried bedrock channel upstream of the
confluence of Spring Creek and the Cannon.
Although obstructions such as street pavements, vehicular
traffic noise and interference from p.::>wer lines prevented a complete mapping job within the city of Northfield, some imp.::>rtant
information was gathered in critical locations. Several locations
upstream of the confluence have bedi-ock elevations of 872 feet
above sea level were found in Riverside Park, 895 on eighth
Street between Washington and Union; 879 and 864 near the
intersection of Eighth and Winona streets; 854,876,860 and 845
under the High School Athletic Field between Fifty and Seventh streets and Prairie Avenue; and 880 in a water well drilled
next to the maintenance shop at th Northfield Country Club.
Since the Cannon River (today's base level) elevation in Northfield is at approximately 900 feet above sea level, bedrock
elevations appreciably lower than that probably indicate the
presence of buried river channels. Apparently there is a buried
channel following the Cannon river into Northfield from Dundas which deviates from the course of the Cannon at Riverside
Park and extends east to Spring Creek Valley in the area of
Seventh to inch streets. Throughout most of the area, surficial
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elevations range from 900 to 950 feet and, a ide from the buried
valleys, bedrock depths are shallow.
While buried channel · do extend upstream from Northfield in
the various stream valleys, none i of th rnagniwde of he main
buried Cannon River channel below
orthfield.
Buried
bedrock topography up to 50 feet deep was found in the Cann n River Valley at Dundas (Figure 3), in the Cannon River
Wildern
Park, and in the Prairie Creek Valley about five
miles east of Northfield. The buried channels in the upper
reache of th Cannon River system are in most cases too large
robe considered "inner channels" or "gut channels" as described
by Shepherd and humm (1974);
It is evident that the larger portions of the buried river valley
system associated with the an non River were eroded into the
Shakopee Dolomite during a time when the local base level was
considerably lower than it is today, perhaps during the accumulation phase of the Wisconsin glaciation when sea level
was depressed. At any rate, \Xlisconsinan Des Moines Lobe
outwash has been found in well curring. all the way to the bottom of the Spring Creek buried channel, indicating the bedrock
valleys were exp.::> d and have been buried since the advance of
that lobe (Godfrey, 1981).
According to Schumm (1977), prior co the Des Moines Lobe
burial of the valley sea level was as much as l30 meters lower
than it is today and the Mississippi River was incised corresp.::>ndingly deeper into the bedrock for most of its length. As the
Mississippi became entrenched, local base level for its tributaries
fell and erosion progressed to the Northfield area before it was
arrested by burial of the bedrock valley under upwards of 100
feet of alluvial deposits transp.::>rted by glacial meltwater.
There are probably ·imilar river channels eroded into the
bedrock and filled in and concealed with recent alluvium in
other river valleys in the Mississippi River sy-tem. Example- of
uch rivers in our region could be the Zumbr , Chippewa,
Whitewater, Buffalo and Trempealeau rivers.
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State Science Instruction
Assessment Under Way
A statewide assessment of science education in Minnesota's
elementary and high schools is beginning this year. The results
of the study, which includes analysis of a stratified sample of
fourth, eighth, and eleventh grade pupils, will be presented to
the Seate Board of Education in 1984.
A previous as.5e55ment effort similar to this study resulted in a
recommendation by the state department of education to permit
allocation of additional time for science education in grades 7-9.
That recommendation, however, has not been approved yet by
the board.
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Workshop on Acid Rain
A teaching workshop on acid rain is being planned by the
Metro Regional Environmental Education Council (REEC) for
Saturday, April 16, at the Belwin Outdoor Laboratory in Afton, Minnesota. The program will provide background information and sl).ggest learning activities on acid rain for K-12
students.

